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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT, WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON
AT TACOMA

AMRISH RAJAGOPALAN, on behalf of
himself and all others similarly situated, No.

10
Plaintiff, CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT AND

JURY DEMAND

12
NOTEWORLD, LLC,

13
Defendant.

14

15 I . I NTROD U CTION

16 1. M a ny Americans suffered — and continue to suffer — extreme financial and

17 emotional hardships as a result of the recent recession. From these difficult times rose a highly

18 profitable industry purporting to provide "debt relief" to financially troubled and over-extended

19 consumers. While there are, no doubt, many companies in the debt-relief industry that provide

20 genuine assistance to consumers, there are also countless bad actors who see a consumer in

21 financial distress as just another mark to be taken. NoteWorld and its network of conspirators

22 and accomplices form a perfect example of the latter. To NoteWorld and its network, the

23 recession offered not hardship, but windfall profits through exploitation of those suffering

24 financial hardships.

25 2. Note W orld engages and relies upon a network of "front-end" debt settlement

26 companies (" Front DSCs") that it utilizes to recruit customers. The Front DSCs offer to act as
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intermediaries between distressed and distraught debtors and their creditors, using inflated claims

and misrepresentations about their services to sign up customers, and charging exorbitant and

abusive fees once the mark is on the hook. The Front DSCs require customers to set up an

escrow account into which the customer makes a monthly deposit, generally via an automatic

electronic funds transfer. These accounts are then administered by NoteWorld, which is a "back 

end" debt settlement company. In theory, once a sufficient balance accumulates in the escrow

account, the Front DSCs will approach creditors and utilize the accumulated balance to settle

outstanding debts for a lump sum in return for fees that are strictly regulated by law. The reality,

however, is very different.

10 3. Note W orld represents to consumers that it is independent and unaffiliated with

the Front DSCs and that consumers will at all times have control over their money. These

12 statements are false. In fact, NoteWorld is deeply intertwined with and actively conspires with

13 the Front DSCs. Indeed, for most of the Front DSCs, NoteWorld provides the software through

14 which consumers view their account balances and "approve or decline" the settlement

15 agreements with their creditors. This software in many cases represents the bulk of the

16 "services" that the Front DSC actually provides.

17 4. Cont rary to NoteWorld's assurances, it does not act as an independent fiduciary.

18 Instead, together with its network of Front DSCs, it loots customers' escrow accounts by

19 withdrawing exorbitant and abusive fees pursuant to debt settlement contracts that are wholly

20 fraudulent and known to NoteWorld to be so. Moreover, the contracts, as well as the fees

21 charged by both NoteWorld and the Front DSCs, are illegal under Washington State laws

22 regulating the debt settlement industry. In many cases, as a result of the exorbitant fees charged,

23 it is impossible for the consumer to ever accumulate sufficient funds for his or her debts to be

24 settled as promised.

25 5. If co nsumers discover the fraud and attempt to retrieve the illegally extracted fees,

26 they often find that the Front DSC is nothing more than a shell entity with no real address and no
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discernable ownership structure. NoteWorld, for its part, stonewalls customers and refuses to

refund illegal fees, hiding behind false claims that it "only" provides "payment processing"

services; that it is "not a debt settlement company"; and that it is wholly "independent" from the

vanishing Front DSCs.

6. Note W orld's claim that it is not a debt settlement or "debt adjusting" company is

particularly outrageous, since it clearly meets the statutory definition for such companies.

Moreover, the online account management tool that NoteWorld provides for customers

specifically has a section entitled "Settlements," where customers can "get more details about

[pending settlement agreements] and ... approve or decline the proposed agreement[s]."

10 7. Plai n t i f f brings this action pursuant to the Racketeering Influenced and Corrupt

Organizations Act (" RICO" ) and Washington state law, to remedy and stop NoteWorld's illegal

12 conduct. Plaintiff brings this action on behalf of himself and a Class consisting of all persons in

13 the United States who established an account with NoteWorld LLC (or any subsidiary thereof)

14 from which NoteWorld processed any payments related to any debt settlement program.

15 8. N oteW o r ld acted — and continues to act — in concert with the Front DSCs to

16 perpetuate an unfair, deceptive, and fraudulent business scheme injurious to consumers and

17 violative of RICO, Washington's debt adjusting statute, WAsH. REv. CQDE ) 18.28, and the

18 Washington Consumer Protection Act, WASH. REV. CODE ) 19.86.

19 II . JURI S D ICTION AND VENUE

20 9. This Court has original jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. ) 1332(d)(2). Based on

21 information and belief, the matter in controversy exceeds the sum or value of $5,000,000

22 exclusive of interest and is a class action composed of more than 100 members and in which at

23 least one Class member is a citizen of a state different from that of Defendant. This Court has

24 jurisdiction over the RICO claim pursuant to the Racketeering Influenced and Corrupt

25 Organizations Act, 18 U.S.C. ) 1964(c) (civil remedies for RICO violations). This Court has

26 pendant jurisdiction over Plaintiff s state law claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. ) 1367.
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10. V en ue is proper pursuant to 28 U.S.C. ) 1391(b)(2) in that the events that gave

rise to claims occurred in substantial part in this federal district. NoteWorld is headquartered in

this district and the racketeering enterprise alleged is centered in Tacoma, Washington.

11. Th i s Court has personal jurisdiction over NoteWorld because its principal place of

business is located in Tacoma, Washington.

I II . PART I E S

A. Plai n t iff

12. Pla int iff Amrish Rajagopalan is a North Carolina resident and an electrical

engineer. Plaintiff signed up for the debt settlement services of NoteWorld and a member of its

10 Front DSC network. As a result, Plaintiff was defrauded of thousands of dollars by NoteWorld

and its co-conspirators and accomplices.

12 B. Defe ndant

13 13. Not eWorld, LLC, d/b/a NoteWorld Servicing Center ("NoteWorld"), is a

14 Delaware limited liability company with its principal place of business in Tacoma, Washington.

15 According to its Sign-Up Agreement, NoteWorld "is in the business of providing transaction

16 management and processing services and certain related services as an independent third party,"

17 and its website touts its aim "to be the most respected 3rd party payment service provider in the

18 world, where there is a written promise that dictates the responsible and accurate treatment of the

19 payment."

20 14. Not eWorld has conspired and/or currently conspires with scores(if not hundreds)

21 of front-end debt settlement companies (" Front DSCs"), who together with NoteWorld compose

22 the NoteWorld Enterprise. Those Front DSCs include at least the following entities: First Rate

23 Debt Solutions, Expert Settlement Professional, P&E Solutions, Freedom Debt Center,

24 Accredited Financial Corporation, Amber Network Inc., Best Debt Options, Beyond Financial

25 Service, Brite Credit Inc. (d/b/a Brite Credit 123), Century Negotiations Inc., Clear Debt

26 Solution, Coastal Debt Solutions LLC, Consumerwise Debt Solutions Inc., Counsel 4 Debt
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Relief, Countrywide Debt Solutions Inc., Credit Care Corporation, CreditCare Pro, Debt Help

Center USA, Debt National Relief, Debt Reinvestment, Debt Solutions, Debt Erase Inc.,

DebtPointer Inc., DebtPro LLC, DTS Financial Group, E.A.C. Financial LLC, FBL Associates,

Freedom Debt Solutions, Help Settle LLC, Helpsettle.corn, Innovative Debt Solutions, Lifeguard

Financial, Maximum Debt Solutions, Morgan Stevens Financial Solutions Company, National

Financial Freedom LLC, Nationwide Consumer Advocacy Group, On Track Financial LLC,

Personal Debt Systems of America, Princeton Debt Management LLC, Reduce My Debt LLC,

Settle A Debt Inc., Settlement Corporation of America, SilverLeaf Debt Solutions, The Debt

Answer, The Debt Cure, US Consumer Report, Vision Debt.corn and World Debt Solutions.

10 IV. FACTS

A. The D e bt Settlement Industry

12 15. As the economy has declined in recent years, the number of Americans unable to

13 pay their debts has increased, bringing a concurrent increase in the number of companies(both

14 nonprofit and for-profit ) offering to help consumers manage or eliminate those debts. Among

15 those companies are those offering for-profit "debt settlement" services.

16 16. De b t settlement companies purport to assist consumers by acting as intermediaries

17 between a consumer and his or her creditors, and charge fees to "negotiate" with creditors in the

18 hopes of getting the creditors to settle for less than the full amount of a consumer's debt.

19 17. Typ i cally these debt settlement companies operate by requiring that a consumer

20 make a specific monthly payment into a specified bank account. The monthly payment is used

21 to pay the company's fees, and the remaining amount goes towards accumulating enough money

22 to provide a "lump sum" amount which the debt settlement company can use to negotiate with

23 creditors in order to lower the overall amount required to satisfy the consumer's debt.

24 18. Ind i v iduals suffering from debt-related troubles may be among the most

25 vulnerable consumers, due to the inherent emotional stress of carrying seemingly insurmountable

26 debt loads, a stress compounded by the harassment suffered by many debtors at the hands of
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collection agencies. Despite the passage of the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, many

collectors continue to subject indebted consumers to a deluge of harassing and harrowing phone

calls and letters demanding payment of debts and threatening dire consequences, resulting in an

increasing sense of desperation experienced by many debtors. Add to this emotionally charged

setting a debt settlement company promising to "make it all go away," and a recipe for fraud and

consumer exploitation emerges.

19. Ind eed, many states, along with multiple federal government agencies and

consumer advocates, have recognized the rampant abuses taking place in the debt settlement

industry, and have taken steps to curb such abuses.

10 20. Re c ently, the Federal Trade Commission("FTC") responded to industry practice

by issuing new regulations prohibiting the very practices described herein, which include

12 charging advance fees for debt settlement services, as well as misrepresenting the nature and

13 details of the services to be provided. In describing the rationale for its advance fee ban, the FTC

14 noted that "Consumers in the midst of financial distress suffer monetary harm — often in the

15 hundreds or thousands of dollars — when, following sales pitches frequently characterized by

16 high pressure and deception, they use their scarce funds to pay in advance for promised results

17 that, in most cases, never materialize." FTC Telemarketing Sales Rule, 75 Fed. Reg. 153, 48482

18 (August 10, 2010).

19 21. In 2 0 10, the Government Accountability Office("GAO") issued a report on the

20 for-profit debt settlement industry. Bearing the illustrative title "DEBT SETTLEMENT:

21 Fraudulent, Abusive, and Deceptive Practices Pose Risk to Consumers," the report outlined the

22 GAO's investigation of 20 debt settlement companies, in which GAO staff members had posed

23 as indebted consumers. The GAO "found the experiences of its fictitious consumers to be

24 consistent with widespread complaints and charges made by federal and state investigators on

25 behalf of real consumers against debt settlement companies engaged in fraudulent, abusive, or

26 deceptive practices."
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22. In W ashington State, the legislature's concern about abusive practices in the debt

settlement industry led it to pass an act placing strict limitations and requirements on entities

involved in "debt adjusting."' These entities, as the Washington Supreme Court recently held,

clearly include "payment processors" such as NoteWorld. In making that determination, the

court briefly reviewed the legislative history of the Act, noting that it "reveal[ed] a deep-seated

concern about the abuses inherent in the debt adjusting industry," abuses that the legislature

found stemming from "[t]he lack of industry regulation, and the frequently unsophisticated

and/or desperate client seeking relief from bill collectors' harassment." Carlsen v. Global Client

Solutions, II.C, 171 Wn.2d 486, 495 (Wa. 2011).

10 B. The N ote World Enterprise

23. In o rder to vastly grow its customer base, while shielding itself from the scrutiny

12 and complaints of those it defrauds, NoteWorld has created an elaborate network of Front DSCs.

13 NoteWorld utilizes the Front DSC network to sign up consumers who are looking for relief from

14 the stress of their overwhelming indebtedness.

15 24. Typ i cally, a consumer will sign up with a Front DSC representing itself as a

16 single company engaged in the business of debt settlement. Front DSCs seek customers through

17 unsolicited phone calls, email, or mail, as well as internet, television and radio advertising

18 claiming to offer debt settlement services for consumers saddled with overwhelming debt.

19 25. On l y later, if ever, does the consumer discover that there are multiple companies

20 involved in the process, although the relationships between the various companies are

21 purposefully obscured to prevent the consumer from disentangling the complicated scheme.

22 26. W it h NoteWorld's knowledge and approval, its Front DSCs uniformly and falsely

23 represent to the consumer that NoteWorld is an independent, unbiased "payment processing"

24 company. NoteWorld itself affirms the misrepresentations and uniformly and falsely holds itself

25
Though the statute does not itself contain a short title, for ease of reference it is referred to hereinafter as

26 the Washington Debt Adjusting Act.
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out to consumers as completely "independent" from its Front DSCs. In fact, there exist close

relationships between NoteWorld and its network of Front DSCs:

(a) NoteWorld promotes, establishes, maintains, and manages debt settlement

accounts on behalf of consumers as an integral component of debt

settlement programs marketed by its Front DSCs;

(b) NoteWorld provides the software through which customers enrolled by the

Front DSCs monitor their escrow accounts and approve creditor

settlements;

(c) NoteWorld's profits are dependent on increasing the number of debt

10 settlement customers acquired by the Front DSCs;

(d) Despite NoteWorld's express representation that the Front DSCs do not

12 act as its "agents," the Front DSCs act under NoteWorld's direction and

13 control when they provide customers with "Sign-Up Agreements" on its

14 behalf;

15 (e) Despite NoteWorld's express representation that it does not act as an

16 "agent" for its Front DSCs, NoteWorld in fact processes customer

17 payments and distributes unlawful debt settlement fees under the direction

18 and control of the Front DSCs.

19 27. The standardized contracts provided to consumers by the Front DSCs contain, at

20 the very least, an agreement for debt settlement services as well as a NoteWorld "Sign-Up

21 Agreement" (and often a myriad of other confusingly worded forms). The Front DSCs present

22 these agreements as part of the same contract, further indicating to customers that they are only

23 engaging a single organization to provide debt settlement services.

24 28. The debt settlement programs provided for by these agreements universally

25 involve the following material elements:

26
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(a) The consumer agrees to pay specified debt settlement fees that,

unbeknownst to the consumer, are illegal and per se unfair, but generate

large profits for the NoteWorld Enterprise;

(b) In addition to the debt settlement fees, NoteWorld charges the consumer

unlawful fees to maintain and manage the trust account necessary for the

operation of the debt settlement program;

(c) The debt settlement account is established for the purported purpose of

accumulating funds with which to pay the settlements ostensibly to be

negotiated by the Front DSCs;

10 (d) NoteWorld is authorized to automatically transfer periodic (usually

monthly) payments from the consumer's personal bank account into the

12 debt settlement account;

13 (e) The program's success and the consumer's ability to financially afford the

14 monthly debt settlement program payments generally presupposes that the

15 consumer does not make further payments of his/her own on the

16 outstanding and now further defaulting debt;

17 (f) NoteWorld is also authorized to automatically and periodically debit the

18 debt settlement account to pay the exorbitant debt settlement fees specified

19 in the debt settlement agreement and "Sign-Up Agreement;"

20 (g) The fees often entirely consume consumers' monthly debt settlement

21 payments for the first several months of participation in the program, and

22 substantially consume consumers' monthly payments for the remainder of

23 the debt settlement program;

24 (h) In almost all cases, the consumer would be far better off simply directing

25 the monthly payments to his/her creditors directly, thereby saving the fees

26 illegally, unfairly and deceptively extracted by the NoteWorld Enterprise.
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29. The se contracts, in addition to charging illegal fees, contain false, misleading, and

illegal statements. For example, the contracts

(a) Mislead customers into thinking that the debt settlement process will be

handled by attorneys, or are "backed by" law firms;

(b) Fail to disclose with appropriate specificity the nature of the fees to be

charged and when such fees will be incurred;

(c) Make false and/or misleading claims about the "success rates" of the

programs;

(d) Make false and/or misleading statements about the length of time it will

10 take to complete the program;

(e) Make false or misleading promises about the percentage of the customer' s

12 debt that the company will be able to settle; and

13 (f) Make false or misleading statements about the factors that affect the

14 customer's credit score, and the impact of the debt settlement program on

15 that score.

16 30. Not eWorld knows that the contracts used by its Front DSCs are fraudulent and

17 illegal, but it still continues to process payments according to the terms of those contracts.

18 NoteWorld's knowledge is self-evident, as

19 (a) NoteWorld processes payments pursuant to the contracts used by its Front

20 DSCs, giving it direct knowledge of the fraudulent nature of those

21 contracts; and

22 (b) NoteWorld is acutely aware of the enormous volume of consumer

23 complaints regarding these fraudulent contracts and the false claims made

24 to enroll consumers in debt settlement programs offered by the NoteWorld

25 Enterprise. There are scores, if not hundreds of consumer complaints on

26
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the Internet involving the scheme perpetrated by NoteWorld and its Front

DSCs.

31. Th e fo l lowing are just a few examples of the complaints that consumers have

posted on the Internet:

(a) "I am in a terrible debt situation, I used noteworld to help me get my debt

collection off my back giving them $240.00 a month, now my situation

has grown worst, and have paid them $480.00 I can't keep my payments

up with Noteworld, I never got any thing done from them and I asked for a

refund and they said no, I felt like all my money went into helping my self

10 get out of debt and now they have made it impossible for me to pay

anybody now I am in a rut. Why can't I get some of it back, not even

12 $5.00 and they no longer want to help me. I just know that my creditors

13 are still calling and I don't know what to do."

14 (b) "Noteworld is doing business with Lloyd Ward Law Firm. Lloyd Ward

15 Law Firm was suppose to settle my debt and 2 months have gone by and

16 they have not settled any debts. Therefore, they breached their contract.

17 Noteworld does business with them (I believe they are run by the same

18 person/people. They say they are an "independent" company). They

19 made 2 deductions from my account and refuses to give the money back

20 stating fees for services by LLoyd Ward. They didn't do anything for me

21 as contracted. Yet, NoteWorld is refusing to refund the money. How

22 independent is that? Just because you have a sepaerate Federal ID

23 number, doesn't mean you aren't owned by the same people. However, I

24 will be filing complaints against both companies. DO NOT DO ANY

25 BUSINESS WITH LLOYD WARD LAW FIRM OR NOTWORLD.

26 ' The complaints are reproduced verbatim, including grammatical and spelling errors.
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THERE IS DISHONESTY BY BOTH. RESEARCH THEM ON THE

NET. YOU FIND THERE ARE THE SAME TYPES OF COMPLAINTS

AGAINST BOTH."

(c) "Three years ago, I contracted the services of Clear Debt Solution to

negotiate and reduce my credit card debt. Per the agreement, I made

monthly payments to a third-party account for use in the debt settlement.

Over $3000 was collected up front by CDS and Noteworld Service Center,

the party in control of my account. At the end of the program, for which I

had contributed $317 per month for over two years, only one account was

10 settled by CDS. When a second creditor sued, CDS did not respond to my

requests for information in a timely manner. After I lost the suit, my

12 account was wiped out, plus I had to pay more, to pay the court-ordered

13 settlement. Three accounts remained unsettled. As I had made no

14 payments nor attempts to communicate with the credit card companies,

15 per my agreement with CDS, each balance had doubled over the two

16 years. As I see it, these people made $3000 and I became deeper in debt

17 than when I started."

18 (d) "Lifeguard Financial is a fraud. They make claims that they can settle

19 your debt for 50 cents on the dollar of your debt. They claim that they

20 negotiate your debt with your creditors, a lie. The client does all the work

21 contacting the creditors that Lifeguard is handling the clients debt.

22 Lifeguard takes monthly payments from your checking account through a

23 escrow agent, namely Noteworld. The problem is most of all of your

24 payments through Noteworld go back to Lifeguard Financial as fees

25 leaving little funds to accumulate to go towards the settlement with the

26 creditors. I was in this program almost a year and found that little amount
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of my monthly payments were accumulating towards settlement. In

another instance, I was threated with a lawsuit from one of my creditors, I

was told by their legal department to respond to the court clerk sending me

notice of the potential lawsuit which I also had to copy to the plaintiffs

attorneys. Lifeguard is of no help. In additon the creditors explained to

me that they refuse to deal with Lifeguard Financial. So what does that

tell you. I will file a complaint with Florida's attorney general. I don' t

think that contacting BBB will get anywhere. I cancelled my contract

with Lifeguard Financial and expected a cordial converstation and that

10 they will refund of my monies that I paid them. Instead I got this "pitbull"

whose name is "Robert" on the telephone that started screaming at me

12 about cancelling the contract with threats of suing me. I ended up

13 screaming back at him, needless to say at this point I out several thousand

14 dollars. If there is a class action suit, I want to be part of it."

15 (e) "Back in March of 2008 I entered into a contract for debt relief with

16 ClearDebt Results. I first spoke with a Robert Till, then a Patrick

17 Schlosser, then I was passed to James Callahan, then again to Tiffany

18 Shrum, all who appear to no longer work at this company. This company

19 has taken $1300 dollars from me, provided no service as they say they

20 were going to and they have a comapny called Noteworld Service Center

21 continue to take $100 a month directly out of my check. I want answers as

22 to why they aren't taking care of these credit issues as they stated they

23 would. None of these creditors have been paid and I continue to get

24 harrassing phone calls."

25 (f) "On 09/16/09, I signed acontract with Covenant Debt Solutions to have

26 them settle my unsecured debt and credit card accounts. Covenant used
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the services of Noteworld Service Center to deduct monies from my

checking account to payoff my debt. Noteworld began to deduct $535.74

on the 17th of each month, beginning on 10/17/2009. The monthly

deduction included $390.93 for service fee, $14.50 for maintenance fee

and $130.31 to be placed in my trust account. It was very difficult to

speak to Covenant's customer service department and I decided to cancel

their services on 11/30/09. I spoke with "oscar" who stated my trust

account funds would be mailed to me within 7-10 days and pursuant a

phone call from Brian. I waited but no check was sent to me. I phoned

10 Brian who stated that he was not in charge of approving issuance of any

checks and that he would have a supervisor contact me. I never received a

12 phone call from a Covenant supervisor. To this date, no check has been

13 issued/received from Covenant or Noteworld. I placed a stop payment

14 with my bank to prevent Noteworld to continue taking my monies."

15 32. Ins tead of investigating these complaints and refusing to do business with the

16 unsavory Front DSCs, NoteWorld devotes its energy to posting false and misleading rebuttals to

17 these complaints. These rebuttals falsely claim:

18 (a) That NoteWorld is not a debt settlement company, despite the fact that its

19 actions clearly fall under the statutory definition;

20 (b) That "NoteWorld takes on the payment servicing obligations as an

21 independent and objective company and does not act at the direction of the

22 [debt settlement companies]," despite the fact that NoteWorld withdraws

23 fees from customer payments at the behest of its Front DSCs;

24 (c) That it is "not contracted with" its Front DSCs, despite the fact that, on

25 information and belief, NoteWorld and its Front DSCs enter into contracts

26 related to the debt settlement programs administered by both entities;
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(d) That it "fol lows the instructions stated in the NoteWorld contract and at no

time acts without authorization from the consumer," despite the fact that

many times — as in Plaintiff s case — the contracts signed by consumers do

not contain specific instructions as to fees, and thus NoteWorld's

withdrawal of fees is necessarily the result of separate (unilateral)

instructions from the Front DSCs.

33. Not eWorld perpetuates the fraud by making false and misleading statements of its

own through its website, emails to customers, and the Sign-Up Agreements given to customers

by the Front DSCs on behalf of NoteWorld. These statements include false assurances that

10 customers are fully "in control" of their accounts, and that NoteWorld will not disburse any

funds without the customer's permission, when in fact NoteWorld and its Front DSCs are in

12 control of the debt settlement accounts, disbursing money to themselves for unearned and illegal

13 fees.

14 34. Not eWorld also falsely claims that it is not a debt settlement or "debt adjusting"

15 company, even though it meets the statutory definition for such companies because it is engaged

16 in receiving funds for the purpose of distributing said funds among creditors in payment or

17 partial payment of obligations of a debtor. Significantly, the online account management tool

18 that NoteWorld provides has a section entitled "Settlements," where customers can "get more

19 details about [pending settlement agreements] and ... approve or decline the proposed

20 agre ement[s]."

21 35. Cus tomers who discover the fraudulent activities of the NoteWorld Enterprise

22 find themselves fighting an uphill battle to disentangle the labyrinthine scheme and determine

23 the party ultimately responsible for the scam. The ephemeral Front DSCs disappear, stop

24 answering phone calls, or disclaim responsibility; and NoteWorld also refuses to admit any

25 responsibility for the fraud in which it was complicit. Indebted consumers are thus left in worse

26
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positions than if they had never sought help at all, having paid hundreds or thousands of dollars

in exorbitant and illegal fees that could have gone towards reducing their debt loads.

36. Not eWorld profits from the fees generated by each consumer enrolled by the

Front DSC members of the Enterprise, knowing that the fees are generated by fraudulent and

deceptive means, and knowing that often the fees charged are flatly illegal.

37. Th e Front DSCs in the NoteWorld Enterprise include companies such as FBL

Associates, PC, a "law firm" which purports to "support" the "automated debt settlement

program" provided by Expert Settlement Professionals ("ESP"). The Better Business Bureau

("BBB") lists 329 complaints against FBL Associates, giving them an "F" grade (on a scale of

10 c cA + T T t o c c FT T)
38. ES P , for its part, despite being a named "party" to agreements signed by Plaintiff

12 and other consumers, appears not to be an entity at all, but rather a software program created by

13 Anthony Passero, whose website claims that he "has revolutionized the debt settlement industry

14 with the ESP software program." The website for P&E Solutions (also owned by Passero)

15 describes ESP as "a revolutionary new technology which empowers the consumer" by "fully

16 automat[ing]" the relationship between consumers and their creditors.

17 39. Fa r f rom empowering consumers, however, the system provides an easy way for

18 unethical companies such as NoteWorld's Front DSCs to extract fees from consumers for "debt

19 settlement services," while providing nothing except a user name and password to a software

20 system that generates form letters. This process is described in further detail in the following

21 section.

22 C. I nj u r y to Plaintiff and the Class

23 40. Pla i nt iff s experience is illustrative of the NoteWorld Enterprise's use of

24 unscrupulous Front DSCs to recruit consumers for its fraudulent and unlawful debt settlement

25 services.

26
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41. Pla int iff accumulated most of his debt pursuing his education, which ended in

2004 with Plaintiff having accrued approximately $7,000 in credit card debt. After losing his job

in 2006, Plaintiff had difficulty paying his debts, and the credit accounts accumulated substantial

interest.

42. Plaintiff found work again in 2007, and by 2009 he had managed to save enough

money to pay off his outstanding debts. Even after discovering the 3-year statute of limitations

for debts in North Carolina, which meant that some of his debts might not even be collectible,

Plaintiff nonetheless resolved to do the right thing and pay back the money he owed to his

creditors.

10 43. Pla i nt iff managed to settle with two of his creditors, but the balances on the

remaining four credit card accounts had swollen to over $15,000, having accumulated years'

12 worth of interest. Feeling somewhat overwhelmed by the prospect of settling the remaining

13 debts, Plaintiff decided to engage a professional debt settlement company in order to deal with

14 the remaining accounts.

15 44. Pla int iff found a debt settlement company called First Rate Debt Solutions

16 ("FRDS") on the Internet and called the number provided. Plaintiff was convinced by the

17 demeanor of the company's representative and relied on his assurances that the company would

18 effectively and efficiently help him settle his debts. On May 14, 2010, Plaintiff agreed to sign up

19 with FRDS, and to pay a monthly payment of $753.65 for one year. The representative orally

20 explained a contract (the "Contract" ) — which on paper was 13 pages long — in under two

21 minutes, at the end of which the representative had Plaintiff electronically sign ("e-sign") the

22 agreement. The representative led Plaintiff to believe the Contract was a single agreement

23 between Plaintiff and FRDS, and that the fees under the Contract would not exceed $2,000,

24 although at no time did the representative indicate to Plaintiff what the schedule would be for the

25 payment of those fees, or the exact nature of any individual fees.

26
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45. Rel y ing on the above representations, Plaintiff e-signed the Contract. The

Contract bore little to no resemblance to the contract that Plaintiff thought he was signing, and

was so convoluted and poorly drafted as to be incoherent in many places, and blatantly

contradictory in others. The Contract included, among other things, a "Software Subscription

Agreement," which purported to be an agreement between Plaintiff and a company called Expert

Settlement Professionals ("ESP"), selling Plaintiff an "automated personal debt settlement

system which is backed by FBL Associates, PC, law firm." A copy of the Contract is attached

hereto as Exhibit A.

46. The Software Subscription Agreement provided for fees in the amount of $2,894,

10 or 18.8% of the total debt listed on the Contract ($15,374) and failed to disclose in any precise

terms the nature of or schedule for the payment of those fees, providing only that fees would be

12 equal to a total of $2,306 plus $49 per month for a "maintenance" fee. See Exhibit A. These

13 provisions are violations of the Washington Debt Adjusting Act, WASH. REv. CODE ) 18.28.

14 47. The Software Subscription Agreement provided that Plaintiff could cancel within

15 30 days for a full refund less the $49 maintenance fee; that if Plaintiff canceled within 60 days,

16 he would only be entitled to a 50% refund; and that if Plaintiff canceled after 60 days he would

17 not be eligible for any refund. See Exhibit A, p. 3, tt 13.

18 48. The Contract also included a NoteWorld "Sign-Up Agreement," which falsely

19 claimed NoteWorld was an "independent third party;" purported to authorize NoteWorld to

20 collect the fees listed in the Software Subscription Agreement; and authorized NoteWorld to

21 collect additional fees for its "payment processing" services. See Exhibit A., pp. 4-5.

22 49. Now h ere in the Sign-Up Agreement, the Software Subscription Agreement, or

23 any of the other documents, did the Contract disclose with precision the nature and timing of all

24 of the fees Plaintiff was to pay under the Contract. Nor did the Contract disclose the fact that the

25 majority of Plaintiff s initial payments would go not toward paying off his debt, but toward

26 paying fees under the Contract.
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50. Des p ite the fact that the Contract expressly anticipated the debt settlement

services of NoteWorld, a Washington State corporation, the Contract did not include the "Notice

to Debtor" required by WASH. REv. CODE ) 18.28.100(7). See Exhibit A, pp. 4-5.

51. Th e f inal pages of the Contract were on the letterhead of FBL Associates, PC, a

law firm, and purported to "[w]elcome [Plaintiff] to the FBL Associates, PC family." Those two

pages made the following false and/or misleading claims, upon which Plaintiff relied:

(a) That only Plaintiff would be allowed to disburse funds from his trust

account — this was untrue as NoteWorld disbursed funds to itself and to

10 other participants in the NoteWorld Scheme;

(b) That "[t]he average settlement normally happens within the first eight (8)

12 months in the program" — this was untrue as no settlements were ever

13 completed for Plaintiff;

14 (c) That " ... the average settlement that our skilled arbitrators have been able

15 to negotiate as of August of 2009 was $.38 on the dollar" — untrue as no

16 settlements were completed for Plaintiff; and

17 (d) That, "[a]s of now, we are receiving settlements as low as twenty (20)
18 cents on the dollar." — again, no settlements were completed for Plaintiff.

19 52. In t he days following his "e-signing" of the Contract, Plaintiff received an email

20 from ESP with a link to a "Welcome Packet" containing login information for a "My ESPDA"

21 online account. Although he was surprised to receive an email from a company whose name he

22 did not recognize, he assumed ESP was part of FRDS, the company with whom he understood he

23 had contracted.

24 53. Pla int iff also received an email from NoteWorld containing login information for

25 his "NoteWorld Reporter" account, where he could manage his NoteWorld escrow account.

26 Over the course of the following year, Plaintiff continued to receive emails from NoteWorld
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regarding withdrawals that NoteWorld made from his bank account. Like the Sign-Up

Agreement, the NoteWorld Reporter website and NoteWorld's emails falsely claimed that

NoteWorld was an "independent" and "neutral" third party.

54. Des p ite the assurances he received from FRDS's representative that the company

would help him "settle" his debts, and despite the Contract's claims that "the average settlement

that our skilled arbitrators have been able to negotiate as of August of 2009 was $.38 on the

dollar," on information and belief, there were no "skilled arbitrators" doing anything resembling

"negotiating" with Plaintiff s creditors.

55. Ins tead, each month, Plaintiff s online ESP account would generate form letters

10 for each of Plaintiff s four creditors. The form letters were on ESP letterhead; bore a line

containing Plaintiff s account number and a signature block containing Plaintiff s name and

12 address; and contained an "offer" to settle Plaintiff s account for a certain amount. Each letter

13 was identical except for the "amount" field and the date. For the first two or three months, the

14 amount filled in was equal to exactly twenty percent of the balance due. After that, the amount

15 filled in changed to exactly 40% of the balance due, and identical letters were sent each month

16 afterwards.

17 56. Nev er was Plaintiff asked to sign these letters, and he has reason to believe that

18 the letters were never in fact sent to the creditors, since (a) the letters did not bear any address

19 information for the creditors; and (b) Plaintiff never received any response or communication

20 from any creditors regarding these purported "offers." Meanwhile, despite having full

21 knowledge of the wholly fraudulent nature of the Contract, NoteWorld continued to withdraw

22 Plaintiff s monthly payments from his personal bank account, and to deduct unearned fees from

23 each $753.65 payment:

24 (a) From Plaintiff s first payment, NoteWorld deducted a total fee of $740.84,

25 equaling 98.3% of the payment;

26
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(b) From Plaintiff s second payment, NoteWorld deducted a total fee of

$760.84, equaling 100.1% of the payment ($7.19 was deducted from the

previous month's payment in order to pay the additional amount);
(c) From Plaintiff s third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth payments,

NoteWorld deducted a total fee of $202.75, equaling 27% of the payment;

(d) From Plaintiff s ninth, tenth, and eleventh payments, NoteWorld deducted

a total fee of $49, equaling 6.5% of the payment.

57. A lt h ough the fee amounts decreased over time, the total fees charged represented

over 34% of the total of Plaintiff s payments, and 18.6% of the total debt in included in the

10 Contract.

58. No settlements were ever negotiated on Plaintiff s behalf under the purported

12 "debt settlement" program.

13 59. In O c tober 2010, Plaintiff received a letter from P&E Solutions regarding his

14 account. This letter was the first time Plaintiff had heard of P&E Solutions, and when he called

15 the number listed on the letter, he was informed that P&E Solutions was the same as FBL

16 Associates, another company he didn't recall ever hearing about.

17 60. Plaintiff assumed FBL Associates had taken over his account management, and

18 asked why there had been no progress in settling his debts. The representative he spoke with told

19 him that six months was "too early" to see any settlements, and that he should continue to wait.

20 61. Fin a l ly, however, after another four months had passed with no results to be seen,

21 Plaintiff became seriously concerned. He once again called FRDS, only to be informed that

22 FRDS was "simply an enrollment platform, [and] the actual process is being handled by Vertex

23 in support of the ESP program as per your signed agreement." Thus "Vertex" was added to the

24 list of different companies that were purported to be "handling" his debt settlement account.

25 62. Thr oughout this nightmarish process, the only company consistently involved in

26 managing Plaintiff s debt settlement account was NoteWorld, but when Plaintiff contacted
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NoteWorld, expressing his dismay with the process and seeking a refund, NoteWorld told him it

could only refund $5,424.97 of the $8,290.15 he had already paid into the program.

63. Not eWorld claimed that it had "earned" fees of $170.00 for "the handling of

[Plaintiff s] money," and that the remaining amount Plaintiff had "paid towards [his] debt relief

program was disbursed to [his debt relief service provider] as part of the fees [he] agreed to pay

in exchange for their services." In addition to facilitating the Front DSC's fraudulent receipt of

over $2700 from Plaintiff, NoteWorld itself kept $170.00 in fraudulently and illegally obtained

fees, and told Plaintiff that he should seek the remaining amount from his "debt relief service

provider."

10 64. Ema i ls from NoteWorld continued to claim, falsely, that NoteWorld was

completely separate and independent from any of the other companies involved in the scheme;

12 and that NoteWorld was not a debt settlement company or debt adjuster, despite the fact that

13 NoteWorld's actions clearly fall within the meaning of the Washington Debt Adjusting Act.

14 65. Not eWorld sent Plaintiff an address for FBL Associates, but certified letters

15 Plaintiff sent to the address were returned as nondeliverable.

16 66. Pla int iff was thus left worse off than when he started, having paid approximately

17 $2,870 in fees for debt relief services that were never provided.

18 67. Pla i nt iff s experience is typical of thousands of individuals who have utilized

19 NoteWorld's debt settlement services and have collectively been charged millions in illegal fees.

20 V. CL A S S ALLEGATIONS

21 68. Pla int iff brings this case as a class action pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil

22 Procedure 23(a) and (b)(3) on behalf of a Class consisting of all persons in the United States who

23 established an account with NoteWorld LLC (or any subsidiary thereof) from which NoteWorld

24 processed any payments related to any debt settlement program. Excluded from the Class are

25 Defendant, its officers and directors, members of their immediate families and their legal

26
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representatives, heirs, successors, or assigns, and any entity in which Defendant has or had a

controlling interest.

69. Th e members of the Class are so numerous that joinder is impracticable. While

the exact number of Class members is presently unknown to Plaintiff, and can only be

ascertained through appropriate discovery, Plaintiff believes that there are tens of thousands of

members in the proposed Class.

70. Pla int iff s claims are typical of the claims of the members of the Class as all

members of the Class are similarly affected by Defendant's conduct in violation of law that is

complained of herein.

10 71. Pla int iff will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the members of the

Class and has retained counsel competent and experienced in class action litigation.

12 72. Ce r t i f ication under Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3) is appropriate because common

13 questions of law and fact exist as to all members of the Class and predominate over any

14 questions solely affecting individual members. Among the questions of law and fact common to

15 the Class are:

16 (a) Whether NoteWorld or its Front DSCs are engaged in debt adjusting

17 within the meaning of WASH. REv. CODE ) 18.28 or are otherwise subject

18 to that statute;

19 (b) Whether Class members' debt settlement agreements with members of the

20 NoteWorld Enterprise are void ab initio;

21 (c) Whether RICO was violated by Defendant's acts and omissions as alleged

22 herein;

23 (d) Whether standardized fees charged by the NoteWorld Enterprise are

24 unlawful or otherwise constitute an unfair or deceptive trade practice;

25 (e) Whether NoteWorld's standardized practices with respect to the

26 maintenance and management of Class members' debt settlement accounts
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violate WASH. REV. CODE ) 18.28, or otherwise constitute unfair or

deceptive business practices, and whether NoteWorld should be enjoined

from such practices;

(f) Whether NoteWorld knowingly and substantially assisted its Front DSCs

in violating WASH. REV. CODE ) 18.28 and/or WASH. REV. CODE ) 19.86;

(g) Whether the statute of limitation for Plaintiff s and Class members' claims

should be properly tolled;

(h) Whether Defendant should be estopped from relying on the statute of

limitation for Plaintiff s claims;

10 (i) Whether Defendant's wrongful conduct resulted in economic damage to

Plaintiff and members of the Class, and the amount of said damages;

12 (j) Whether the Court can enter declaratory and injunctive relief; and

13 (k) The proper measure of disgorgement and/or actual and/or punitive

14 damages and/or restitution.

15 73. A cl ass action is superior to all other available methods for the fair and efficient

16 adjudication of this controversy since joinder of all members is impracticable. Furthermore, as

17 the damages suffered by individual Class members may be relatively small, the expense and

18 burden of individual litigation make it impossible for members of the Class to individually

19 redress the wrongs done to them. There will be no difficulty in the management of this action as

20 a class action.

21 VI. CLAI M S FOR RELIEF

22 COUNTI

23 (Violation of 18 U.S.C. g 1962(c))

24 74. Pla int iff incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth

25 herein

26
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75. Th i s Count, which alleges substantive violations of RICO, as provided in 18

U.S.C. ) 1962(c), is asserted against the Defendant on behalf of the Class.

76. Plaintiff, Class members, and Defendant are each "persons" as that term is

defined in 18 U.S.C. ) 1961(3).

77. Th e RICO "enterprise" is an association-in-fact(the "NoteWorld Enterprise" ) and

consists of NoteWorld and its Front DSCs, including but not limited to ESP / FBL Associates,

PC / P&E Solutions, First Rate Debt Solutions, and others engaging in fraudulent and deceptive

practices designed to enroll consumers in useless debt settlement plans and extract unearned fees

from them (" the NoteWorld Scheme" ). The NoteWorld Enterprise is an ongoing and continuing

10 business organization consisting of both corporations and individuals that are and have been

associated for the common or shared purposes of advancing the NoteWorld Scheme. Members

12 of the NoteWorld Enterprise operate businesses that perform services and have business

13 relationships that are distinct from the pattern of racketeering alleged herein.

14 78. Th e NoteWorld Enterprise is an ongoing organization that engages in, and whose

15 activities affect, interstate commerce and has an existence apart from the racketeering acts set

16 forth herein.

17 79. W hi l e Defendant participates in and is a member and part of the NoteWorld

18 Enterprise, it also has an existence separate and distinct from the NoteWorld Enterprise. For

19 example, NoteWorld maintains a business servicing private mortgages that is separate and

20 distinct from the NoteWorld Enterprise.

21 80. In o rder to increase their revenue and profits, members of the NoteWorld

22 Enterprise need to enroll a continuous stream of customers into their debt settlement programs.

23 The NoteWorld Enterprise provides that stream by fraudulently inducing Class members to enter

24 into illegal contracts through which members of the NoteWorld Enterprise extract illegal fees

25 directly from Class members' bank accounts.

26
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81. A cr i t ical component of the NoteWorld Scheme is the use of the NoteWorld 

provided account management software and the insertion of the NoteWorld "contracts" into the

Contract foisted upon consumers by the Front DSCs. Without these integral steps, the

NoteWorld Enterprise would not have the ability to automatically withdraw from Class

members' escrow accounts the unearned and illegal fees.

82. The members of the NoteWorld Enterprise shared the common purpose of

engaging in fraudulent and deceptive practices designed to enroll consumers in useless debt

settlement plans and extract unearned fees from them. Each of the members of the NoteWorld

Enterprise was rewarded financially based on its abilities to perform its role as a member of the

10 NoteWorld Enterprise.

A. Cond uct of the RICO Enterprise's Affairs

12 83. Dur ing the Class Period, NoteWorld has exerted control over the NoteWorld

13 Enterprise and, in violation of Section 1962(c) of RICO, NoteWorld has conducted or

14 participated in the conduct of the affairs of the RICO Enterprise, directly or indirectly, by

15 making false statements and promises in an attempt to encourage Class members to sign up for

16 debt settlement programs through the NoteWorld Enterprise, and by processing debt settlement

17 payments knowing that the underlying contracts provided for illegal fees and that Class members

18 had signed those contracts based on the fraudulent and deceptive activities of the Enterprise's

19 Front DSCs.

20 B. Defe ndant's Pattern of Racketeering Activity

21 84. Defendant conducted and participated in the affairs of the above-referenced

22 NoteWorld Enterprise through a pattern of racketeering activity, including acts that are indictable

23 under 18 U.S.C. ) 2314, relating to the interstate transportation of stolen property; 18 U.S.C.

24 ) 1341, relating to mail fraud; 18 U.S.C. ) 1343, relating to wire fraud; and 18 U.S.C. ) 1344,

25 relating to bank fraud. Defendant's pattern of racketeering likely involved thousands of separate

26 instances of use of the U.S. mails or interstate wire facilities in furtherance of the NoteWorld
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Scheme, as well as many instances involving the interstate transmission of potentially millions of

dollars in fraudulently obtained fees, which were withdrawn from accounts under the custody

and control of financial institutions. Each of these instances constitutes a "racketeering activity"

within the meaning of 18 U.S.C. ) 1961(1)(B). Collectively, these violations constitute a

"pattern of racketeering activity," within the meaning of 18 U.S.C. ) 1961(5), in which the

Defendant intended to defraud Plaintiff, the members of the Class and other intended victims.

85. D efendant's racketeering activities amounted to a common course of conduct,

with similar pattern and purpose, intended to defraud Class members. Each separate instance of

racketeering employed by Defendant was related, had similar intended purposes, involved

10 similar participants and methods of execution, and had the same injurious results affecting the

same victims, including Plaintiff and Class members. Defendant has engaged in the pattern of

12 racketeering activity for the purpose of conducting the ongoing business affairs of the

13 NoteWorld Enterprise.

14 1. Defe ndant's Use of the U.S. Mails and Interstate Wire Facilities in Violation
of 18 U.S.C. g 1341 & 1343

15
86. Defendant's illegal conduct and wrongful practices were carried out by an array

16
of employees and members of the NoteWorld Enterprise, working across state boundaries, who

17
necessarily relied upon frequent transfers of documents, information, products, and funds by the

18
U.S. mails and interstate wire facilities. The nature and pervasiveness of the NoteWorld

19
Scheme, which was orchestrated primarily out of Defendant's offices, necessarily required those

20
offices to communicate directly and frequently with each other and with Class members by the

21
U.S. mails and by interstate wire facilities.

22
87. M a n y of the precise dates of Defendant's uses of the U.S. mails and interstate

23
wire facilities (and corresponding RICO predicate acts of mail and wire fraud) have been hidden

24
and cannot be alleged without access to these Defendant's books and records. However, Plaintiff

25
can ascertain when and how his transactions involved the mail and wire facilities and can

26
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generally describe the occasions on which the RICO predicate acts of mail fraud and wire fraud

occurred, and how those acts were in furtherance of the NoteWorld Scheme. Plaintiff describes

this below.

88. Def endant's use of the U.S. mails and interstate wire facilities to perpetrate the

NoteWorld Scheme involved thousands of communications including telephone, email, and U.S.

Mail communications to Class members. Use of the U.S. Mail, email, and telephone systems

also occurred on hundreds if not thousands of occasions where members of the NoteWorld

Enterprise communicated among themselves. In addition to these RICO predicate acts, it was

foreseeable to the Defendant that it would communicate with Class Members by the U.S. mails

10 and by interstate wire facilities. Further, Defendant has, in furtherance of the NoteWorld

Scheme, communicated through use of the U.S. mails and by interstate wire facilities with its

12 various offices or divisions.

13 89. Indeed, NoteWorld's business model and the ensnarement of Class members in

14 this scheme is predicated upon and relies on use of the interstate wire facilities. Class members

15 "e-sign" their documents using the Internet (an instrument of interstate commerce) to indicate

16 acceptance of the agreements. Further, the agreements are then transmitted to Class members

17 over the Internet for them to print on their home computers. Thus, for each and every Class

18 member, the initiation of the scheme itself is done through the wires and involves at the very

19 least the wire communication in which their Contract was delivered to them, and often many

20 other email and phone communications as well.

21 90. Sp e c i f ically, Defendant perpetrated the NoteWorld Scheme against Plaintiff

22 through interstate mail and wire facilities by sending emails and documents from Washington,

23 and potentially other states, to Plaintiff in North Carolina.

24 (a) On May 14, 2010, Plaintiff used the Internet to "e-sign" the Contract,

25 which included NoteWorld's Sign-Up Agreement, provided to him by

26 NoteWorld's agent, FRDS/ESP/FBL Associates.
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(b) On May 17, 2010, Plaintiff used the Internet to download a copy of the

NoteWorld Sign-Up Agreement made available online by NoteWorld's

agent, FRDS/ESP/FBL Associates.

(c) On May 14, 2010, FRDS/ESP/FBL Associates sent Plaintiff an email with

a link to the Contract, including the NoteWorld Sign-Up Agreement.

(d) On May 19, 2010, FRDS/ESP/FBL Associates sent Plaintiff an email with

a link to a "Welcome Packet" containing his login information for an

online "My ESPDA" account.

(e) On or about May 23, 2010, NoteWorld sent Plaintiff a letter containing his

10 login information for the online "NoteWorld Reporter" software managing

his escrow account.

12 (f) Each time NoteWorld withdrew payments from Plaintiff s bank account

13 (eleven times between May 26, 2010, and March 23, 2011), NoteWorld

14 sent Plaintiff an email confirming the withdrawal. These emails contained

15 false statements claiming that NoteWorld was an "independent" and

16 "neutral" third party, and denying that NoteWorld was a debt settlement

17 company.

18 (g) Between March 30, 2011, and April 22, 2011, NoteWorld sent Plaintiff six

19 emails in which NoteWorld acknowledged Plaintiff s request to close his

20 account; refused to refund the illegal and unearned fees NoteWorld had

21 withdrawn from Plaintiff s account; and gave Plaintiff a non-functioning

22 address for the Front DSC who had enrolled Plaintiff in the NoteWorld

23 Scheme.

24 (h) On or about April 14, 2011, NoteWorld used the mails to send a letter

25 from Washington to North Carolina, among other things, to deny being a

26
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debt settlement company, and to refuse Plaintiff s request for a full refund

of the illegal fees he paid.

91. Th e mailings to the Plaintiff are typical of the use of the wires and mails to

thousands of other Class members.

2. Defen dant's Interstate Transportation of Stolen Property in Violation of 18
U.S.C. 5 2314

92. The NoteWorld Enterprise has developed a scheme, described in the above

paragraphs of this Complaint, to obtain money from Class members by fraudulent means.

93. In f u r therance of this scheme, NoteWorld transmits Class members' monthly

payments and fees in amounts exceeding $5,000 in interstate commerce, knowing that the
10

authorization for those payments and fees are obtained by fraud.

94. Sp e c i f ically, over the course of Plaintiff s dealings with NoteWorld, the
12

Defendant transmitted over $8,000 from Plaintiff s bank account in North Carolina to a trust
13

account held by Defendant's bank in Washington and/or other states.
14

95. On i n formation and belief, NoteWorld transmits over $5,000 for each of the
15

thousands of Class members in an ongoing pattern that continues with the ensnarement of each
16

additional victim. Indeed, many, if not all, of the Front DSCs require that a consumer have at
17

least $10,000 in debt in order to enroll in the program, which necessitates transfers exceeding
18

$5,000.
19

3. Defe ndant's Commission of Bank Fraud Under 18 U.S.C. g 1344
20

96. NoteWorld knowingly executed its scheme, described in previous paragraphs of
21

this Complaint, to obtain money, by means of fraudulent pretenses, representations, and
22

promises, from Class members' bank accounts, which were under the custody and control of
23

financial institutions.
24

97. Sp e c i f ically, as described above, NoteWorld, through the NoteWorld Enterprise
25

obtained by fraudulent means, Plaintiff s authorization to withdraw money from his Bank of
26
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America checking account, which was under the custody and control of Bank of America, a

financial institution.

98. On i n formation and belief, the same process involving fraud in obtaining

authorization to withdraw money from Class members' bank accounts is repeated in a continuing

and ongoing pattern with the ensnarement of each additional Class member victim.

C. Dama ges Caused by the NoteWorld Scheme

99. Def endant's violations of federal law and its pattern of racketeering activity have

directly and proximately caused Plaintiff and members of the Class to be injured in their business

or property because Plaintiffs and the Class:

10 (a) Paid fees in excess of legal limits and otherwise in violation of applicable

state and federal law for their debt settlement programs;

12 (b) Would not have entered into those debt settlement programs if they had

13 been aware of the illegality of the fees and/or the fraudulent nature of the

14 scheme devised by the NoteWorld Enterprise;

15 (c) In many cases, paid fees for services that were never performed, and were

16 unable to get refunds for those fees because of the fraudulent and

17 deceptive practices of the NoteWorld Enterprise; and

18 (d) Suffered continuing harm to their credit and creditworthiness as a result of

19 the fraudulent and deceptive practice of the NoteWorld Enterprise.

20 100. P laintiff was harmed by the NoteWorld scheme because had he known: (1) that

21 the fees he would be charged exceeded legal limits and were illegal; (2) that both NoteWorld and

22 its Front DSCs were deceiving him about the true nature of their relationships; and (3) the true

23 nature of the debt settlement program hidden by the NoteWorld Enterprise, he would not have

24 entered into the Contract. Instead would have either purchased debt settlement services

25 elsewhere or, more likely, would have simply settled the debts himself, as he had already

26 successfully done with other creditors.
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101. U nder the provisions of Section 1964(c) of RICO, Defendant is liable to Plaintiff

and members of the Class for three times the damages that Plaintiff and the Class members have

sustained, plus the costs of bringing this suit, including reasonable attorneys' fees.

COUNTII

(Violation of 18 U.S.C. g 1962(d))

102. P laintiff incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth

herein.

103. Section 1962(d) of RICO provides that it "shall be unlawful for any person to

conspire to violate any of the provision of subsection (a), (b), or (c) of this section."

10 104. D e fendant has violated ) 1962(d) by conspiring to violate 18 U.S.C. ) 1962(c).

The object of this conspiracy was to conduct or participate in, directly or indirectly, the conduct

12 of the affairs described previously through a pattern of racketeering activity.

13 105. D e fendant conspired with other affiliates in order to further and perfect the

14 financial goals of the NoteWorld Enterprise. NoteWorld had overt written and oral agreements

15 with the Front DSCs and other affiliates to further the goals of the NoteWorld Enterprise and to

16 engage in the pattern of racketeering activity alleged herein. The nature of the acts, material

17 misrepresentations and omissions in furtherance of the conspiracy gives rise to an inference that

18 Defendant and its affiliates not only agreed to the objective of an 18 U.S.C. ) 1962(d) violation

19 of RICO by conspiring to violate 18 U.S.C. ) 1962(c), but they were aware that their ongoing

20 fraudulent acts have been and are part of an overall pattern of racketeering activity.

21 106. A s a direct and proximate result of Defendant's and the other NoteWorld

22 Enterprise members' overt acts and predicate acts in furtherance of violating 18 U.S.C. ) 1962(d)
23 by conspiring to violate 18 U.S.C. ) 1962(c), Plaintiff and the Class have been and are

24 continuing to be injured in their business or property.

25

26
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107. Defendant and the members of the NoteWorld Enterprise sought to and have

engaged in the commission of and continue to commit overt acts, including the following

unlawful racketeering predicate acts:

108. M u l t iple instances of mail and wire fraud violations of 18 U.S.C. )) 1341 and

1342;

109. M u l t iple instances of mail fraud violation of 18 U.S.C. )) 1341 and 1346;

110. M u l t iple instances of transporting fraudulently obtained money in violation of 18

U.S.C. ) 2314;

111. M u l t iple instances of bank fraud in violation of 18 U.S.C. ) 1344; and

10 112. M u l t iple instances of unlawful activity in violation of 18 U.S.C. ) 1952.

COUNT III

12 (Violation of the Washington Debt Adjusting Act)

13 113. N o t eWorld is a for-profit debt adjuster under the meaning of WASH. REV. CODE

14 ) 18.28, since it is engaged in the business of receiving funds for the purpose of distributing said

15 funds among creditors in payment or partial payment of obligations of a debtor.

16 114. NoteWorld and the NoteWorld Enterprise charged excessive and unreasonable

17 fees for debt adjustment services, in violation of WASH. REV. CODE ) 18.28.080, including:

18 (a) Fees for single payments exceeding 15% of those payments, with some

19 fees representing as high as 100.1% of an individual payment; and

20 (b) Total fees representing 34% of the total payments made, and over 18% of

21 total debt to be settled.

22 115. N o teWorld failed to comply with other requirements of the Debt Adjusting

23 Statute including:

24 (a) Failing to return to Plaintiff and Class members' the amount of all

25 payments received, despite knowing that their debt adjustment contracts

26 were illegal and void ab initio under WASH. REV. CODE ) 18.28.090;
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(b) Failing to notify Plaintiff s and Class members' creditors that it had been

engaged as a debt adjuster, as required by WASH. REV. CODE

) 18.28.080(2) before a debt adjuster may retain any fees;

(c) In violation of WASH. REV. CODE ) 18.28.100, failing to disclose in

precise terms the rate and amount of all fees to be charged under its debt

settlement contracts; failing to include in the contracts the "Notice to

Debtor" required by the statute; and failing to adequately disclose the true

nature of the relationships between all of the entities involved in the

Contract, which was necessary for the protection of Plaintiff;

10 (d) Failing to distribute at least eighty-five percent (85%) of each payment

received from Plaintiff and Class members to their creditors within forty

12 days after receipt of the payment, as required by WASH. REV. CODE

13 ) 18.28.110(4);

14 (e) Permitting the debt adjusting services in which it participated to be

15 advertised by its Front DSCs in false, misleading, or deceptive statements

16 or representations, in violation of WASH. REV. CODE $ 18.28.120(6);

17 (f) Receiving fees from its Front DSCs in connection with its debt adjusting

18 services, in violation of WASH. REV. CODE ) 18.28.120(8); and

19 (g) Using the name and letterhead of a law firm in connection with its debt

20 adjusting services, in violation of WASH. REV. CODE ) 18.28.130.

21 COUNT IV

22 (Violation of the Washington Consumer Protection Act WAsH. REV. CoDE g 19.86)

23 116. P laintiff realleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained in the

24 preceding paragraphs.

25 117. P laintiff and members of the Class are persons within the meaning and coverage

26 of the Washington Consumer Protection Act, RCW 19.86 (the "CPA").
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118. The CPA prohibits "[u]nfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts

or practices in the conduct of commerce...." RCW 19.86.020.

119. N o teWorld, for compensation, received and managed funds of Plaintiff and Class

members for the purported purposes of distributing said funds among creditors in partial

satisfaction of obligations of Plaintiff s and Class members' debts.

120. N o teWorld and its Front DSCs are debt adjusters and otherwise engaged in debt

adjusting within the meaning of WASH. REv. CODE) 18.28.

121. A s described above in Count III, by carrying out the NoteWorld Scheme,

Defendant has violated WASH. REv. CODE ) 18.28.

10 122. D e fendant's conduct, as detailed above, constitutes unfair and deceptive acts and

practices in violation of the CPA.

12 123. D e fendant's conduct occurred in the conduct of trade or commerce.

13 124. D e fendant's deceptive acts or practices impact the public interest and have the

14 capacity to deceive a substantial portion of the public. The acts are committed in the course of

15 Defendant's business; the acts are part of a pattern or generalized course of business; the acts

16 were committed repeatedly prior to the acts involving Plaintiff and since; and there is a real and

17 substantial potential for repetition of Defendant's conduct.

18 125. D efendant's unfair and deceptive acts and practices have directly and proximately

19 caused damage to the Plaintiff and members of the Class. But for Defendant's unfair and

20 deceptive acts and practices, Plaintiff and the Class would not have suffered an injury.

21 COUNT V

22 (Aiding and Abetting the Commission of Unfair and Deceptive Business Conduct)

23 126. N o teWorld knowingly aided and abetted its Front DSCs in the commission of

24 criminal, unfair, and deceptive practices, including practices violating WASH. REV. CODE

25 )) 18.28 & 19.86, by giving substantial assistance that proximately caused harm to Plaintiff and

26 to Class members in their business and property. Such assistance included, inter alia:
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(a) Offering to serve and serving as a processor of debt settlement funds

procured by illegal debt settlement contracts;

(b) Promoting illegal debt settlement programs to consumers and contracting

with consumers for such illegal debt settlement programs; assuming and

violating duties owed under WAsH. REv. CQDE ) 18.28, as described

above in Count III;

(c) Offering to assume authority, assuming authority, and exercising authority

to transfer Class members' funds to NoteWorld's debt settlement accounts

for the purpose of paying illegal and unowed fees;

10 (d) Paying illegal, unfair, deceptive, and unowed fees from those debt

settlement accounts; and

12 (e) Offering to assume authority, assuming authority, and exercising authority

13 to transfer consumers' debt settlement funds out of the state of

14 Washington.

15 127. A t the time that assistance was rendered, Defendant was aware of its role in these

16 wrongful activities.

17 128. N o teWorld is liable for the entire loss suffered by the Class.

18 COUNT VI

19 (Breach of Fiduciary Duty)

20 129. N o teWorld was and is a custodial agent of and trustee to Plaintiff and Class

21 members.

22 130. N o teWorld owed fiduciary duties to Plaintiff and Class members to act for the

23 benefit and safeguard the interests of Plaintiff and Class members in all matters respecting its

24 custodial and trustee role, including the establishment, maintenance, and management of

25 Plaintiff s and Class members' debt settlement accounts.

26
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131. N o teWorld had a duty to use reasonable efforts to provide Plaintiff and Class

members with facts that NoteWorld knew, had reason to know, or should have known were

material to Plaintiff s and Class members' legal interests.

132. N o teWorld's fiduciary relationship to Plaintiff and Class members did not

privilege conduct that was tortious or criminal.

133. N o teWorld negligently and intentionally breached duties owed to Plaintiff and

Class members by, among other things:

(a) Failing to disclose to Plaintiff and Class members that their debt

settlement contracts, pursuant to which fund transfers were being made,

10 were void;

(b) Failing to disclose to Plaintiff and Class members that fees being paid

12 from their debt settlement accounts were illegal and unearned;

13 (c) Initiating transfers of Plaintiff s and Class members' money for purposes

14 of paying unowed, unfair, and illegal fees;

15 (d) Establishing, maintaining, and managing debt settlement accounts in ways

16 designed to evade consumer protections, including limitations on debt

17 settlement fees;

18 (e) Paying unowed, unfair, and illegal fees using Plaintiff s and Class

19 members' funds; and

20 (f) Elevating its own pecuniary interests above those of Plaintiff and Class

21 members, thereby unjustly enriching itself at the expense of Plaintiff and

22 Class members.

23 134. N o teWorld materially benefitted from its breach of fiduciary duties to Plaintiff

24 and Class members.

25 135. A s a proximate result of NoteWorld's breach of duties, Plaintiff and Class

26 members suffered loss and damages, and NoteWorld was unjustly enriched.
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COUNT VII

(Unjust Enrichment)

136. P laintiff incorporates the previous allegations as if fully set forth herein.

137. A s a result of the NoteWorld scheme, Defendant sold debt settlement services to

Plaintiff and Class members at inflated prices, and collected money and fees that were

unreasonable and would not have been collected but for the deceptive and fraudulent actions of

NoteWorld and its Front DSCs.

138. D e fendant is aware of its receipt of the above-described benefits.

139. D e fendant received the above-described benefits to the detriment of Plaintiff and

10 Class members.

140. D e fendant continues to retain the above-described benefits to the detriment of

12 Plaintiff and the Class.

13 141. A s a result of Defendant's unjust enrichment, Plaintiff and the Class have

14 sustained damages in an amount to be determined at trial and seek full disgorgement and

15 restitution of Defendant's enrichment, benefits, and ill-gotten gains acquired as a result of the

16 unlawful or wrongful conduct alleged above.

17 142. Further, Plaintiff and the Class, individually and on behalf of the public, seek

18 restitution and disgorgement of profits realized by Defendant as a result of its unfair, unlawful

19 and/or deceptive practices.

20 PRAYER FOR RELIEF

21 WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgment as follows:

22 A. For an order declaring that this action may be maintained as a class action

23 pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 23, and for an order certifying this case as a

24 class action and appointing Plaintiff as representative of the Class;

25 B. F or an order awarding compensatory damages on behalf of Plaintiff and the Class

26 in an amount to be proven at trial;
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C. For j udgment for Plaintiff and the Class on their claims in an amount to be proven

at trial, for compensatory damages caused by Defendant's unfair or deceptive practices; along

with exemplary damages to each Class member for each violation;

D. For j udgment for Plaintiff and the Class on their RICO and state law claims, in an

amount to be proven at trial;

E. For r estitution of all improperly collected charges and interest, and the imposition

of an equitable constructive trust over all such amounts for the benefit of Plaintiff and members

of the Class;

F. F or an accounting of all credits, disbursements and charges and other benefits

10 associated with Plaintiff s and Class members' transactions;

G. For p re-judgment and post-judgment interest as provided for by law or allowed in

12 equity;

13 H. For an order awarding Plaintiff and the Class their attorneys' fees and costs; and

14 I. S uch other and further relief as may appear necessary and appropriate.

15 DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

16 Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 38(b), Plaintiff demands a trial by jury on all

17 issues so triable.

18

19 DATED: July 26, 2011 HAGENS BERMAN SOBOL
SHAPIRO LLP

20

21 By /s/ Steve W. Berman
Steve W. Berman

22 Thomas E. Loeser
1918 Eighth Avenue, Suite 3300

23 Seattle, WA 98101
Tel: (206) 623-7292

24 Fax: (206) 623-0594
steve@hbsslaw. corn

25 toml@hbsslaw.corn

26
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Stuart M. Paynter (pro hac vice application
to be submitted)
Celeste H.G. Boyd (pro hac vice application
to be submitted)
THE PAYNTER LAW FIRM PLLC
1200 G Street N.W., Suite 800
Washington, DC 20005
Tel.: (202) 626-4486
Fax: (866) 734-0622
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System 1 - Contract htips://esign.espda.corn/contract4.jsp'Ic=oNCAPIJQ84oNRn7uhE69

0 You have already completed this document There is nothing further to do.

zxpaaT

RrN~te9e&8cHWomis pi sET'rLENENT
P AOF ESSI O H A K

First Rate Debt Solutions ~ CB dR.GDIQ

23161 Lake Center Dr., Suite 110
Lake Forest, CA 92630
Lo'cal Ph k (949) 215-9400
Toll Free k (877) 332-8730
www.FirstRateDebtSolutions.com

Arnrish Rajagopalan

Included in this package are several items that must be returned immediately in order for us to start the process
towards the ultimate goal of addressing your debt. Please make sure to fill out aud sign as requested below and fax
to {9949 215-9401.

W Client Service Agreement — Signature iequired ( pages 2 Ec 3 )
Y Note '%orM Servicing Center Agreement - Fill out and sign (pages 4 8 5 )
W Automatic %ithdrawal Form for IlAAN Modules "Global Logistics Enterprise" - Fill out and sign (pages 6
8h 7)
v Schedule of payments Form - Fill out and sign (page 8 )
v Financial Hardship Letter - Describe the situation that has caused you to fall behind/or future hardship ( page
9)
/ Creditor Information - You may send in copies of your most recent statements or use the Creditor Listing Form
provided (page 10 )
W FBL Associates, PC Serv ice Agreement - Signature required ( page 11 Ec 12 )

Please verify the lields listed below

Subsciber Name: Amrish Ra o a lan

Subscriber Address: City:, state: 3

Primary Number. Alternate Number

Egmsl Ad+~as. i

Date of Birth: ~ Social Security Number. i

Co-Subscriber Name:

Date of Birth: Socia1 Security Number

1 of14 7/1/2011 1:27 PM
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System I - Contract hltps://esiglLespda.corn/contract4.jsp? c=oNCApIIQ84oNR07tlhK69

EXPERT
5 E T I L E III E N I
P R 0 F E 5 $ I t7 I4 A L

E er t Settlement Professionals Software Snbscri tion reement

I. Expert Settlement Professionals, hereinafler known as ("ESP"), hereby makes this agreement with Amrish Rajagopalan hereinafler
referred to as client or "You" the consumer. The effective date of this agreement will be 07/01/2011.

2. E«ngagementi Client hereby engages, and giants Soflware Provider, its employees, agents, assigns, afIHiated Service Providers,
soflwase systems, law &rms, attorneys and its employees, the exclusive right to negotiate with the Client's creditors, and to settle
creditors' claims. Any and ag Service Provideis shag not, however, have the right to bind Client to any settlement without Client's
written consent except if Ihe settlement is for &fly flve cents or less. Soflware Provider and Service Provideis do not, and will not
furnish any accounting advice or services. AH information regarding Client's financial condition is the sole responsibigity of the Client.

' .

Client agrees to indemnify and hold Solbvare Provider, assignees, Service Provider and ils principals, of&cars, directors and
employees harmless &om any fiabiTity mcuired by Service Provider based on false or misleading information provided by Client.
CHent hereby understand, and grants Soflwaie Provider, ils employees, agents, assigns, af8iated Service Providers, software
systems, law firms, attorneys and iLs employees, Ihe right lo communicate by mail, e-maH, or any other media suitable to pursuiL

3. Subjec't Matler of Agiuementi Client is purchasing an automated personal debt setflement system which is backed by FBL
ASSOCIATES, PC law fum. FBL ASSOCIATES, PC will assist you, the client, with any issues regarding the personal debt
settlementsystem for the following creditors: See attached Creditor Lislmg Form".
FBL ASSOCIATES, PC will execute an mdependent agreement with an attorney in tbe consumer's slate for the purpose of the
foHowiug: (I) to assist you the consumer m compiTing ley'timate financial hardship documents. (2) to support you the consumer with
anattorney-chent relationship. (3) to provide communication with you, the consumer, for legal decisions on debt settlements.
The beauty of the automated personal debt settlement system is that it empowers you, the consumer, by being the intermediary
between the creditor and the debtor. FBL ASSOCIATES, PC will act as Ihe intermediary between the personal debt settlement
system and you, the consumer. In addilion, FBL ASSOCIATES, PC will be the intermediary between you, the consumer, and the
local state independent contractor attorney. We wish to ma1'e il clear that the use of the attorney suppoit is an option for the client
which is included al no additional charge. However, the clienr may at anytime hire their own attorney at their own expense. The,
client is in no way obHgated to use the recommended law firm
FBL Associates, PC has over 100 non attorney employees who are available lo assist tbe client with the successful complelion of lhe
progmm. FBL' Associates, PC purpose is to faciTitate support for the Personal Automat'ed Debt Settlement System. These two,
companies are separate and distinct entities and are noi in any way in a shared ownership with each other.

4. Monthly Installments: The client's subscription enrolls them into an instagment agreement where the client will make payments of
$754 per month, for a term of 12 months, for the purpose of sen&ng the dienr's unsecured debts and paymg for the cost of the
clienl's Personal Automated Debt Settlement System subscription fee. Clienl confirms ag accounts enrolled to be negoliated by the
Client through the Personal Automated Debt Settlement System are unsecured debts totaling appro>&aaiely $15,374.

a ESP Automated system agows the client to settle their uosecuied debt, which in some cases are as low as 20%;(depending
on creditor)

b. Creditors and third (3 ) party collection companies have the abiTity to interact with the Aulomated Debt Settlement system,
.Credilors will be able tn independently view, accept and submit settlement offers for the client's enrolled accounls.

c The ESP subscription wHI automatiicaHy generate and send cease and desist letters ordering each creditor enroHed in the
program to cease communication. However„no one can stop a creditor &om aggressively attempting to cogecl their debts. In .
order to successfully achieve the consumer's goal for addressing their debt solutions, the consumer must understand that
harassment &om creditors will occur,

d. FBL Associates, PC a lave &nn thai has a nationudde network of attorneys avaHabl to support you Ihe consumer«viLIi Expert.
Settlement Professionals System

client's &nsecured debt. Should a settlement be completed ai less than &fl-five (55) cents on the dollar, Ihe diifference, minus
the subscription fee will go towards the client's savings account which can allow a shorter term program.

5. Pre-Paid Legal Defense: In the rare case that Ihe clien/ is sued by any ot Ihe creditors or cogection companies durhig the
participation of the program and use of the Sofbvare. We will provide up to $1500.00 of court attorney representation Ihrough FBL
Associates, PC.

Customer Initials
Customer 1 Cuslomer 2
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6 Daan Module: The subscriber hss the optioh to sign for the Debtor Activated Account Notification System and module. The DAAN,
module vrig redirect calls from the client's enrolled creditors to our team of expert settlement arbitrators. Our professionah wiH
attempt to limit harassing phone calh fiom creditois. ESP will be able to offer this service for a discount rate of $25 per month of
usage. ESP will cover the set up fees for the service as part of Ihe subscription soflware package. Clients understand that the DAAN
module is admm for a external company which only function is to monitor and redirect harassing pho'ue cags &om creditors which
may be in default ofharassing phone calls federal ieguhtions.

7 8 9

1mpsct on Credit Score: Debt settJement as m any fiaancial vesture has its risks„ this risk has been fugy disclosed with m the pages
of this agieemenk Debt settlement vviH have a negative effect on your credit score. There h no way to go through the debt settlement
process, even using the personal Automated Debt Settlement System, and not have your credit score negatively affected. As each
account is settled durmg your program term your score viiH increase throughout the program. The fmal score wig be Ihe result of your
abifity to complete this program and maintain any secured or non-secured accounts thai are not enroHed in this program.
Cost of Subscription Agreement: ESP wants to make sure that Ihe client is completely informed and educated regardmg the cost of
their subscription with ESP. The subscription fee has been determmed based off of the foHowmg calculation; $750,00 per unit, each
unit is equal to $5000.00 of unsecured debt.
Fee Structurei AH fees associated with this program will be included in Ihe client's monthly insiagmenis. The total fee for this
Subscription agreement is $2406. A non-refundable monthly membership fee of $49.00 will be mcluded in the client's monthly
mstagments. The maintenance fee includes Networking Attorney Fees, Prepaid Legal Fees and Noteworld Monthly Processing Fees.

10 Legal Dis'puiesi ln the event of any Htigatioa arising out of or relatmg to Ibis Agreemeni, all parties, including CHent, PikE Solutions
agree to resolve the dispute wiih neutral binding arbitration according to the laws of the State of Harids. Venue for ag arbitrations
shaH be in Broward County. This Agreement represents the entire Agreement by and between the parties. AH prior oral agreemenis or
written understandings me deeined merged herem. This Agreement may not be amended except by a written document s~ed by
each of the parties hereto.

11 Monthly Lottery: ESP will be performing a monthly lottery, where you, the client, will be clip>le to win a $5,000 credit give away
which will be directly used to pay off your debts

12.' Termination: The client may cancel this contract at any lime.
13. Refund Policy: Should the client decide to cancel their subscripfion agreement with ESP wiih in the first thirty (30) days of mskiing

their first mstallment payment, client would be entitled to a full refund less the $49.00 non refundable maintenance fee. Should tbe
client decide to cancel their subscripiion agreemeni whh m sixty (60) days of their Jlist monthly mstagmeut, the client will be entitled
to a fifly (50)% refund Jess the $49.00 non refimdable maintenance fee. Client acknowledges Ihai. cancegafiion afler sixty(60) days
they wiH no longer be eHy'bte for a refund. Client understands that m the event of one or more of the creditors accounts enrolled m
the program do not reached a successful sett1ement, ESP will refund the subscription fees charge for the faction of debt entitle for
the creditor(s) account. Client understand that ESP wiH have the fuH emend of tbe program to reach a successful settlement with the
creditor(s) enrolled in the program.

14 Client Acknowledgement: This Agreement contains a preliminary ca'lculation of the individual debt accounts and total debt amount.
It is subject to change based on additional information and calculations. Thh Agreement should not be constructed as a fmal binding
dollar amount until the file is processed and approved by the Client.

15 First Payment Date: Giant agrees that the first payment may be drafled up to 'I 0 business days of tbe date agreed and signed in the
contracL Client understands that ESP will not be responsible for auy charges that the client wiH. incur if client payment is drafled
dunng the 10 business days and funds are not available. AH future drafls wHI be on the date stipulated for the client as signed in the
agreement.

16 Change Requests snd Csncellstionsi Client agrees and is aware that any and ag change, "including but not limited to payment date
changes, adding/removing a creditor, changiag banking infonnalion", made to the clients account require a 10 business day period
prior to and afler the payment date for changes to take efibct. Company, it subsidiaries andlor assignees will not responsible for sny
overdralt fees occurred during this period.

Congratulations on taking the Srst step of obtaining financial treedoin.

Enrollment Counselor, Client Relations
EnroHment Date: 07/01/2011

A/44.riSh ej uagOpalu~ ~wl~+/wo~o
Apptksni Signature Date
Amrish Ralagopabn
Print Neil

Ca-AppHcant Signaaxe

PrintNmie
DOD 5015.2 Com liant I'endin Recertification
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Note%orI(j
Servicing Center

NoteWorld LLC dba NoteWorld Servicing Center, a Delaware limiied liability company, ("NoteWorld"} Js in the business of providing
transaction management and processing services and certahr related services as. an independent third party, such as receiving, processing and
posting payments, holding such payments in a trust account, disbursing funds as authorized, and providmg account and transaction
information (collectively, the "Services"}.
Services. Customer appomts and authorizes NoteWorld to provide the Services related to Customer's contract with their Soflware Provider
listed below, under which Customer has agreed to make payments toward an eifort to pay off debt. NoteWorld h vdlling to provide the
Services to Customer under the terms and conditions of the Signup Agreement.
NoieWo rid Fees. Customer acknow1edges, agrees to the fees and authorizes Noie%orld to charge for services according to the then current
fee schedule.

Monlhly Processing Fee $12.50
Settlement Disbursemeni. Fee $20.00

Other fees as required:
Return Item Fee $20 00
Wire fransfer Fee $15.00
Stop Payment Fee $25.00
Check Copy Fee $25.00
Pay-by-Web Fee $ 11.50
Pay-by-Phone Fee $11.50

NoteWorld may change these fees at any time by giving Customer a thirty (30} day written notice.
Changes to Pay'ment. Customer may change this Authorization with a minimum of 5 banking days notice by contacting NoteWorld through

877-830-3177.
Trust Account. Customer undeislands and agrees that NoteWorld will service it's payments through NoteWorld's Trust Account into which
Customer funds will be deposited and held by NoteWorld and disbursed in accordance wiih this AgreemenL Customer acknowledges and
agrees that the Trust' Accounl is non-interest bearing. Customer acknowledges and agrees that NoteWorld's trust account may be located in
Washington or any other states of iis choice.
Account Information. Customer understands and agrees iis Soflware Provider will be given access to view iis account information and that
NoteWorld rtiay send noiices to their Soflware Provider with this account infonuation.
Electronic Communication. Customer agrees that all disclosures, communications and required receipts for account activity related to the
Services and this Agreement may be distribuled by electronic maiI or one of NoieWorld's web sites. Customer' acknowledges Ihat he/sbe is
able Io electronically receive, download and print such disclosures, communications and receipts. Jf Customer is unable Io receive„download
or print these, Customer will notify NoteWorld. and NoteWorld will provide the disclosures, communications and receipts in accordance with
applicable Iaw.
Disbursements. Customer agrees that NoteWorld will disburse funds Jrom the Account Io pay bis/her creditors upon receipt of a settlement
letter from the Customer's Sofbvare Provider or Iheir iCreditor. Customer may' approve or decline any disbursement to a creditor within 24
business bours of receipt of electronic notif/cation of settlement. If Customer does not notTiy NoteWorld of decline of disbursement within 24
business hours, disbursement will be automatically approved by Customer and NoteWorld will proceed to satisfy Ihe terms of Ihe settlemeni.
that was negotiated and the Customer may not thereafler revoke such approval. Customer can opt out of future disbursements by contacting
Note%nrld at any of the following methods:.

Personal )nformation/Privacy. Customer understands that Note%orld may share my account information viilh its depository institutions, its
affiliates and any other party necessary to provide the Services; including the Customer's Software Provider. Customer has been given
opportunity to review the attached privacy policy and agrees to'its terms.
I HAVE READ AND JJNDEJISTAND THE ABOVE INFORJvJATJ ON.

Customer Initials
Cusiomer I Customer 2

PtoieWoiM Serviein8Cenier, PO JJox 2236, Taconu, WA 98401, (800)535-9192, FAX (877) 830-3177
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Note%or1d
Servicing Center ~r' fWh'.Io /m ' 8 l "

CUSTOMER ACCOUNT SERVICES INFORMATI ON

Customer I

Ran o alan Amrish
Last Name First Name M.l. Social Security Number D a te of Birth

Street Address Phone Number

State Zip E-mail Address

P&E Solutions 233354
Sofbvare Provider Soibvare Provider Account ID Number

Customer 2

Last Name First Name M.l Social Security Number Da le of Birth

DKSIGNATKII BANK ACCOUNT ACII DEBIT AUTHORIZATION (PLEASE PRINT)

Bank of America
Bank Name Bani' Account Number Ba nk Routing Number

N/A
Bau'k Street Address Firsl Payment Amount First. Payment Dale

($000.00) {MM/DD/YYYY)

$754 05/20/2010
City State Monthly Recurring Amount Monthly Recurring Date

{$000.00) (MM/DD/YYY Y)

Account Type Sa v ings X Checking
I authorize NoteWorld to initiate Automatic Clearing House (ACH) debits from my designated bank account at the financial institution
identified above. I authorize NoteWorld to debit ray desigriated bank account according to the schedule of debits provided to NoteWorld by
me or on my behalf or as otherwise provided by agreemenL I understand that debits will be withdrawn on the due date unless otherwise
indicated and that sufficient funds must. be available in my designated account two {2) business days prior to the actual date of the debit (if the
due date falls on a weekend or holiday, funds wdl be withdrawn the following busmess day). Upon my approval„NoteWorld may adjust tbe
amount being debited &om designated bank account. This authorization is to remain in force until the schedule. of debits is completed or until
NoteWorld has received written notilication from me of a change or termination allowing no fewer than five (5) days for NoteWorM to acL
NoteWorld may discontinue this service at its discretion atter providing writlen notification 30 days in advance. NoteWorld shall noi be
required to provide advanced notice when advanced notice is iinpossible. NoteWorld is' not liable io any person for noi completing a
transaction as a result of any limit on my designated bank account, or iTa financial insgtution fails to honor any debit from such accounL I
understand that, it is my responsibility to no1ify Note WorM imriiediately if a, scheduled debit does not occur. I authonze NoteWorld to recover
funds in the event, of an error or in the event that a prior debit is returned for any reason, including non sufficient funds.
) acknowledge that the information above is accurate and true to the best of my knoivledge.

Appcrfsh wJ aagopa/a/4. os~+/aoxo
Customer I Signature Date Customer 2 Signature Date

NoteWorld Senricins Center, PO Box 2236, Taconu,WA 98401, {800)535-9192, FAX (877) 830-3 1 77
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GL B A L
/ ~~~~/I+~ 4 West Las Oias 8ouievard Phoni 934.237.8116

+ntrrEnFnisE Suiia 781 Fax: 954.414L8416
Fort Lauderdale, Fl 33301 www.lc isticsonta et.min

• What is a DAANS Module?
o A DAANS Module is a Debtor-Activated Attorney-Notification System This device will help you control the

incoming collection calls that may (and most likely will) occur.

e What doesthe DAANSModule Do?
0 Once activated, the DAANS Module will connect the collection caller to the attorney network which backs the

ESP Sofhvare that you are subscribing to.

o How do I use the DAANS Module?
o To install, you simply plug the module into any working phone jack in your home. The modide is even equipped

with an exira jack so that you don't lose access to the jack that it is installed in (in case you don't have an alternate
jack for your phone)

o When you answer the phone and find that the caller is attempting to collect a debt, you simply press the star( ) key
on your phone and hang up, the module will do the rest.

o Who can benefit from using the DAANS Module?
0 We believe that all clients' that have subscribed to the ESP Soiiware should use one, but unfortunately the Module .

will only operate with a LAND L'lNE PHONE, or Volp (phone service provided by your Cable TV Company). If
you have a phone line other than a cell phone, you can use this greatproduct

e How do I get my DAANS Module?
0 The following 2 pages will ask you for some information to ensure that you receive your DAANS Module aiter

you make your hrst scheduled payment into the program
0 If you choose to declinb this service at'this time, please be aware that if at any time you decide you are no longer

happy receiving the endless collectioii calls,' simply contact us at the number above, and we will make sure you
can elect to use the DAANS Module.

e IMPORTANT INFORMATIONt
0 When completing the following agreements you MUST check the box to either ACCEPT or DECLINE the offer

for the DAANS Module (half way down, right side, of the following page)
' o The DAANS Module may not be used with a Cali Phone

0 The DAANs Module will provide relief from the (relentless) collection calls that you may be receiving.
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GL S A L
4 West Las Ohs Blvd, Suite 701

Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
Ph: (954) 237-8116

www.io ticsontar t.corn

Authorization Agreement for Automatic Withdrawal of Funds
I understand that Globe! Logistics Enterprise, Inc. will withdraw a monthly fee of $25 for usage of the service, as stated m the ESP
agreement.
Client ID// 213154

gesve bhnk if not applicable)
Name: Amrish Rajagopalan

Address: '.

City: Slate:::, Zlp: ". Phone!,'

X Check if monthly withdraw date is same as First Withdraw Disclosure.
PaymenL Dale 05/20/2010 The Dssn Module only operates wilh s land line. Client understands

Check if moutlily withdraw date is different than the First that this device wi1l not operate with any type of Cell phones.
PLEASE CHECK ONEWithdraw Payment.

Monthly debited on Zgth (specify the date of the month, e.g. 15) ACCEIV Check if the'Dasn Module will be used with a land Hue
DECUNE X Check if client does not want to use the Daan Module

Cgent understands that Global Logistics Enterprise will charge a $Z5
Cgent is aware that deposit k Fast monthly payment msy be deposit, in addition to $2.25 s/h charge when processing this request for
processed withm ten(10) business days following the above selectedthe DAAN Module. Client understands that this deposit is refundable
date. with successful return of the DAAN Module.

Bank Name: Bank of America

Please debit payments directly &om my (check one): Routing Number: '
X Checking

Savings Account Number. !

Ct25656Msu 125 t21656i' 000i

6wjag upper

1 authorize Global Logistics Enterprise, lnc., to process automatic withdraiv Bnm account listed above for the amount of DD as a deposit on
ihe module plus s/h fee of $225 (one time), and $25-monthly for continual use of the Dssn Module, If opted to participate by checking
ihe box above. I understand there will be a $35.00 fee automatically charged to my bank account if this transaction is returned due to
insufficient funds (NSF). I understand that this authorization will remain m effect until I provide written uotitication of its termination. I
understand that Global Logistics Enterprise, Inc. required 30 days before date of terminadon for requests to be process. Client understands
that Global Logistics Enterprise, Inc., will be not be responsible for any charges that the customer will incur iT payments is drafted as convey
in this agreement date and funds were not avai1able. AH future.draih will be on the date stipulated for the client as signed in Ihe agreemenL In
the event that s payment for the DAAN Module is returned for any iesson, client-understands that Global Logistics Enterprise may use any
updated bunking mformstion provided to ESP snd/or NoteWorld to re-pug unsuccessful drafts, and ag subsequent payments.
Signature:

Date:

Routing Number is the 9-digit number that appears in bottom tait-hand corner of your check
Account Number is to the right of the Routing Number snd atter the check number on your check.
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6L SAL
:. Dgl&tl.&

DAAN ACKNOWLEDGEMENT & RECEIPT

By accepting the DAAN Home Transmitter Module, you understand and agree that:

1. Use of the DAAN Module and Services is offered at the cost of $25 per montlL ESP will cover the set up fees
for the service as part of the subscription software package

2. You are authorizing anattorney of The DAAN Group to perform ~oui the following:
A. To electronically answer calls coming to the attorney's of6ce or corporate call center from your creditors and

/ or collectors as a result of your Module use, and
B. To instruct the callers that you are experiencing a h n c ial hardship but have. taken. action to facilitate

repayment and not to call our number a n fo r so' long as you are in possession of the Module, while
enrolled in our debt resolution program, and

C. To provide you with the names of licensed attorneys in your state that you may hire fo represent your
interests in the event you feel you have received a harassing phone call in violatiori of the Fair Debt
Collection Practices Act, and

D. To provide your attorney with a record of call dates aud times from creditor / collectors who have been given
the message in "8" above by a DAAN attorney.

3. Global Logistics Enterprise is authorized to withdraw a $25 REFUNDABLE deposit to insure the
Module's return, along with the above speciTied s/h fee and lirst monthly pay'mnet with this signed form,
'%hen requested to do so, you agree to return the Module to: GLOBAL LOGISTICS ENTERPRISE located
4 west Las Obis Blvd Suite 701, Fort Lauderdale FL 33301 IN ITS ORIGINAL BOX If the Module is not
returned within 14 working days after your complimentary or extended period expires or, a return request is
made, you agree to forfeit the $25 deposit to the DAAN Group. In the event of a non-return, you further
authorize The DAAN Group to turn the Module off and pursue such other legal remedies as the DAAN
Group may have to recover the Module.

4. You understand and acknowledge that use of the DAAN Module while not actively enrolled in a (DAAN)
authorized debt resolution program or at any other phone number than your home phone number may be a
violation of State and / or Federal law.

Amrish Raja o alan
PRINT YOUR NAIvK ADDRESS, C1TY, STATE, ZIP

SlGNATURE AREA CODE & PHONF. //

YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS::
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EXPERT
l ) j S ETTLEtjtENT

PROPESSI Oht jest

~m.es da.corn

Expert Settlement Professional

Authorization Agreement for Automatic Withdrawal of Funds (Debit Schedule)

213154
(leave blank if not applicable)

Name: Amrish Rajagopalan

Address:,'

State.", Xipr;

Debit Schedule '

X Check if monthly withdraw date is same as First%ithdraw Payment

Check if monthly withdraw date is different than the First%ithdraw Payment.

Semimonthly debited on, (specify the dates of the month, e.g. 15,30)

Monthly debited on (specify the date of the month, e.g. 15)

I hereby authorize Bank, through the agent assigned by ESP to initiate debit entries to my chechnnsavings account at the Gnancial institution
named above (my "Primary BankAccount"), in the amount(s) and on the date(s) set forth above, and to debit the same to my Primary Bank
Account for the purpose of transierring funds to my account at Bank. 1 represent that my Primary Bank Account exists, that I own it, and that
1 will maintain sutEcient funds in it to permit the debits to clear on the applicable dates. I understand that I will incur a charge as set forlh in
the Schedule of Fees and Charges if any attempted debit is not immediately honored when presented, In addition, I understand that I may
subsequently designate another accou'nt for this purpose by contacting the agent assigned by ESP; that I may also change the corresponding
amounts and dates Som tilne to time in this manner, and that the representations I made above about my Primary Bank Account will apply to
any other account that I designate. This authorization shall remain in full force and effect until I give a written termination notice to the agent
assigned by ESP that affords it to the agent„"customer service", assigned 'by ESP. In addilion, I understand that the agent assigned by ESP
may terminate this authorization on behalf of Bank by providing me with a written notice at least ten (10) days prior to the actual termmation,
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Piaancial Hardshi I etter

I lost my job and was unemployed for a while.
'l am trying to catch up with past commitments.now.

Thank you
Amrish

Applicant Name: Amrish Raja o alan
Signature: r-'t-/et vish mJ aagcpa/use,
Date: aXYX+/aOZC
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Creditor Listin Form

The following is based on only the bills that you want to include in your Debt Negotiations/Settlement Program.
*Applicant's name(s) must be on all statements.

Applicant Name: Amrish Rajago alan
Co-Applicant's Name:
Total number of unsecured creditor accounts enrolled with Expert Settlement Professionals 4

Creditor Name Account Number Balance Owed D s Past Due
American Ex ress $3,198
Cavalry PoIrtfolio $9,194
Chase $567
Dell Com uters $2,415'
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F *B"L Headquarters
1650 Market St., Suite 3624

ASSOCfATH PC Philadelphia, PA 19103
Phone: 888-333-3860

Welcome to the FBL ASSOCIATES, PC family, where, informed clients are our top priority. Your ale has been
received at the law ofhces of FBL ASSOCIATES, PC for the purpose of assisting you with the completion of the
hardship program you have enrolled into.

In order for FBL ASSOCIATES, PC to provide anattorney for you in the state that you reside in you must sign this
engagement. However, this engagement will have no additional terms or costs expected from your agreement. The
role of FBL ASSOCIATES, PC is to support Expert Settlement Professionals, herein known as ESP. As part o'f your
subscription to ESP, you, the consumer, will receive up to $1500.00 of court attorneyrepresentation through FBL
ASSOCIATES, PC will also provide an independent contractorattorney for you, the consumer, in your state' for the
purpose of assisting you, the consumer, with making legal choices regarding your debt settlements.

The automated debt settlement system is designed to act as your own personal automated debt arbitrator. Creditors
will have the opporturiity to log in, review, accept and submit counter oAers towards the accounts that you have
enrolled. FBL ASSOCIATES, PC has 100 non attorney support staff whose sole responsibility will be to assist yon,
the consumer, with the personal automated debt settlement system. Any legal questions you, the consumer, may
have will be addressed directly with an independent contractor attorney in your state, Only you, the consumer, wil)
be empowered to disburse funds from your escrow account. This ensures that your money is secure. The beauty of
the ESP system is that you the consumer never loses control over the process.

For clarification purposes, FBL Associates, PC will provide the following services:

A. %e are the intermediary between you, the, consumer, and the automated personal debt settlement system
known as Expert Settlement Professionals.

B. %e have over 100 non attorney einployees whose only job is to listen to your concerns and answer your
questions.

C. FBL ASSOCIATES, PC will hire an independent contractor attorney for each consumer in their state.
D. FBL ASSOCIATES, PC will facilitate the effective use of ESP as follows:

i. Perform change requests
ii. Add/remove creditors from the ESP system
iii. Assist with documenting financial hardship
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ATTKNTlON As disclosed in this agreement Debt Settlement has its risks. There will be some discomiort in the
duration of this program. Our company will work with you to minimize the discomfort. However, this should only be
done if you are having a hncial hardship.

A. The average settlement normally happens wiitbin the fust eight'(8) months in the program. (Depending on the
program term you have chosen)

B. Creditors will be aggressive with you in attempt to collect on the debt that is owed.
C. Creditors may advise you that they will not correspond or do business with us, Should you need reassurance,

feel iree to visit our website at www.fblassociates.com where we have posted over 700 settlements for the
month of July, August and September.

D. Creditors will offer to.settle with you directly. Keep in mind that the avemge settlement that our skilled
arbitmtors have been able to negotiate as of August of 2009 was $.38 on tbe dollar. As of now, we are
receiving settlements as low as twenty (20) cents on the dollar.

Therefore, do not succumb to the typical and repetitive scare tactics that your creditors may use against
you. FBL ASSOCJATZS, pC and our independent contractor attorneys are here for you to provide
additional support and legal guidance you may need whiLe utilizing the Automated Debt Settlement System
to address your debt crisis.

Theattorneysupport is an option for you, the consumer which is included at no additional charge. However, you,
the consumer may at any time, hire your own attorney at your own expense. You are in no way obligated to use the
recommended law firm.

TERMlQATION" .The client may cance'l this contract at any time

WHEREFORE, tbe c l ient, also known as the consumer, hereby signs this agreement and the attached
Attorney/Client agreement with their independent contractor attorney.

Consumer's Signature: A-tsst"tsh ie J uttgopa/art

Irate: DSFZ+/XOXe
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Electronic Bi atuxe Process Record
The document above has been electronically signed in accordance with the law
Current Date 4 timer 01-Jul-11 13:27:25 EDT
YUID: HBmP-34910-LIFEG-103T/sMBB-34911-IXFEQ-103F

Client: Amrish Rajagopalan
Agreed to e-sign disclosures: 14-May-10 18:33:00 EDT
Signed on: 0 5 / 1 4 / 2010
IP: cp e - 075-189-132-236.nc . r e s . x x . corn (75 . 1 8 9 .132 .236)
Signed Agreement as. "Amxish Rajagopalan
Note World as" Amxish Rajagopalan
Authorization to Debit Account as:
Dean Acknowledgement as :
Financial Hardship as: Amrish Rajagopalan
Attorney/Client Agx'cement as: Amxish Rajagopalan
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